Buffalo Technology’s MiniStation™ Portable Hard Drive series are sleek and lightweight portable USB Storage devices with USB 3.0 in a slim form factor.

The MiniStation™ brings you the Buffalo quality you know and trust in a small, attractive, and affordable package.

Buffalo Technology’s MiniStation™ is available in black with 1 or 2 TB capacity.

Features and Benefits

- Thin and lightweight
  - 1 TB: 14 mm / 165 g
  - 2 TB: 19.5 mm / 225 g
- Plug-n-Play ready for immediate use
- USB powered, no power supply needed
- High Speed data transfer with USB 3.0
- Available in 1 or 2 TB capacities
## Specifications

### Internal Hard Drives
- **HDD interface**: SATA
- **Capacities**: 1, 2 TB
- **Number of Drives**: 1

### Interface
- **Standard Compliance**: USB 3.0
- **Connector Type**: Micro-B
- **Number of Ports**: 1
- **Data transfer rate**: 5Gb/s

### Other
- **Supported OS**: Windows® 10 / 8.1 / 8 / 7 / Vista; RT / RT 8.1*; Mac OS 10.8 or later*
- **Dimensions (WxDxH)**: 76 x 115 x 14 mm (1 TB), 76 x 115 x 19.5 mm (2 TB)
- **Weight**: 165 g (1 TB) / 225 g (2 TB)
- **Operating environment**: 5-35°C, 20-80% (non-condensing)
- **Power supply**: Bus powered

### Product codes
- HD-PCF1.0USB-D-WR
- HD-PCF2.0USB-D-WR

* Only basic external hard drive functionality is supported with this operating system; some included utilities may not work.